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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 

 

 

5.1  Conclusions 

The study concerned on the pragmatic features of tag question and hedge in the 

utterances of male and female of Siladangnese. Based on the analysis, the conclusions 

are drawn as follows:  

1. The Pragmatic features of tag question uttered by male Siladangnese is modal 

tag and the Pragmatic features of tag question uttered by female Siladangnese 

are modal tag and affective tag. It is also found that there are four pragmatic 

features of hedge found in the utterances of male Siladangnese namely hedge 

as a means of protection, as a means of certainty, as a means of uncertainty and 

as a means of limitation. Then, there are five pragmatic features of hedge in the 

utterances of female Siladangnese which are found in this study. They are a) 

hedge as a means of protection, b) hedge as a means of certainty, c) hedge as a 

means of uncertainty, d) hedge as a means of politeness, and e) hedge as a 

means of limitation. 

2. The differences of pragmatic features of tag question in utterances of male and 

female Siladangnese is male Siladangnese tend to utter modal tag as a means of 

uncertainty, while female Siladangnese utter more affective tag as a means of 

politeness. Then, the differences of pragmatic features of hedge in the 

utterances of male and female of Siladangnese is the function of hedging 

expression “Nakupikike (I think)” and “Okoh boto (You Know)”.  

The difference is that female Siladangnese utter the pragmatic features of 

hedge especially the expression “Nakupikike (I think)” function as a means of 

uncertainty and softening language, while male Siladangnese utter the 
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expression “Nakupikike (I think)” as a means of certainty . Another difference 

is that the use of hedging expression “Okoh boto (You Know)” in the 

utterances of male Siladangnese as a means of certainty, but in the utterances 

of female Siladangnese the expression “Okoh boto (You Know)” function as a 

means of positive politeness. 

3. The context of male and female of Siladangnes utters more the pragmatic 

features of tag question and hedge is when both of sexes are in mix sex talk. 

Female Siladangnese utters more the pragmatic features of tag question and 

hedge when talk to male addressee. While male Siladangnese utters more 

pragmatic features of tag question and hedge in the context when he is talking to 

female addressee. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


